
Verified records,
Postal, Phone records

Data that drives Businesses

OVER
30,000,000



Who we are
Lake B2B has been in business for over 13 years with the 
objective of providing accurate global B2B database to 
companies irrespective of their sizes and revenues. Since 
then, over 450 clients have used our leads to reach 
prospects, acquire customers, and run marketing 
campaigns.

Our Business objective is simple-maximize revenue 
potential for clients, and help them acquire new customers. 
What sets us apart from the rest is that we understand 
client needs and deliver just what they need.
Over the years, our forte remained improving customer 
delight by providing unique and tailor-made services to our 
clients. In 2012, we added new offices in four major cities. 
These global offices are helping us to keep a constant tab 
on every project, and cater to a wider audience than 
before.

With experience grows expertise. We've evolved over the 
years by constantly watching and analyzing trends, 
attending massive public/global business events and 
conferences, and holding a bird's eye view of the global 
market. The contributions made by our ever-transforming 
teams of market and data experts have enabled us to 
conquer this field of B2B modeling and lead management 
services among several others.

Today, we are in a position to manage multiple client 
projects, possessing facilities to provide you with 24/7 
services through our global delivery centers.



Why Choose Lake B2B
If you have data, we have a service and a solution for it!

Lake B2B holds expertise in managing customer data and providing enhanced database management solutions for over 55 
industry segments. Our Services revolve around data. 

Our other data related services include:

B2B Modeling

Tier 1/Tier 2 Real-time Tele-validation

Master B2B Database Files

Customized data lists

Master Database Management

Database Licensing Solutions

Contact us today if what you are looking for is measurable difference.
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Revamp Your Marketing Campaigns with our Industry 

Specific Prospect Lists

CLICK HERE

Our Clients
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